Abstract-Cloud computing can provide a more cost-effective way to deploy scientific workflows than traditional distributed computing environments such as cluster and grid. Due to the large size of scientific datasets, data placement plays an important role in scientific cloud workflow systems for improving system performance and reducing data transfer cost. Traditional task-level data placement strategy only considers shared datasets within individual workflows to reduce data transfer cost. However, it is obvious that task-level strategy is not necessarily good enough for the situation of multiple workflows at the workflow level. In this paper, a novel workflow-level data placement model is constructed, which regards multiple workflows as a whole. Then, a two-stage data placement strategy is proposed which first pre-allocates initial datasets to proper datacenters during workflow build-time stage, and then dynamically distributes newly generated datasets to appropriate datacenters during runtime stage. Both stages use an efficient discrete particle swarm optimization algorithm to place flexible-location datasets. Comprehensive experiments demonstrate that our workflow-level data placement strategy can be more cost-effective than its task-level counterpart for data-sharing scientific cloud workflows.
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INTRODUCTION
W ITH the development of Information Technology (IT), scientific applications are tremendously evolved and the volume of data consumed or produced is growing exponentially. Scientific workflow which contains a large number of tasks and datasets can help scientists automate the process of services [1] . Hence, it has become an important mechanism in today's scientific fields, such as high-energy physics [2] , Social Networks [3] , bio-informatics [4] and so on. Besides, the datasets of these scientific domains are often shared among several tasks within individual workflows and among multiple workflows [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . Scientific workflows are normally computation or data intensive applications. They may contain hundreds of tasks, and process Gigabyte-or even Terabyte-sized initial datasets as well as generate similar size intermediate datasets. Therefore, scientific workflows need high performance computation resources for task execution and massive storage resources for data. Many traditional scientific workflows use cluster or grid systems to deploy their applications. But the construction and maintenance of scientific workflow systems in these traditional distributed computing environments are very expensive. Moreover, workflow applications deployed in these private or community based computing environemnts can only be accessed by some specific organizations. However, to meet the demands of global collaborative scientific research, large numbers of datasets need to be shared among multiple geo-distributed organizations.
As the next generation IT platform, the cloud computing paradigm can satisfy the demands of scientific workflow systems [10] . First, cloud computing environment is constructed with large-scale commodity hardware, which provides virtually infinite computation resources and storage space with lower construction cost. Second, it is accessible via the Internet. Scientists from different institutes or countries can collaborate and carry out their research process more flexibly. Third, cloud computing resources can be delivered as a set of services, which are on demand and charged in a pay-as-yougo manner depending on the resource requirement of specific scientific applications. Therefore, it is more cost-effective to deploy scientific workflows on cloud platform. There are already several successful scientific cloud workflow systems, such as Nimbus (http://www.nimbusproject.org/doc/ nimbus/platform), Cumulus (https://cumulusnetworks. com) and OpenNebula (http://opennebula.org).
However, scientific cloud workflow systems also face new challenges. Especially, the data placement problem is a prominent issue [11] , [12] to be solved. Usually, a cloud platform is composed of several distributed datacenters.
Although one datacenter can offer virtually infinite computation and storage resources, there are still many reasons why cloud workflow execution may need support from multiple datacenters. First, scientific cloud workflows are distributed and data-intensive applications, which are developed for scientific collaboration. Some datasets are shared within individual workflows and some datasets are shared among multiple workflows. In order to facilitate collaborative scientific research, tasks and datasets in scientific cloud workflows need to be distributed and dispatched to geographically distributed datacenters. Second, some research institutes may have private datacenters. These geographically distributed datacenters will be used for deploying collaborated scientific cloud workflows [3] , [12] . And thirdly, the datasets consumed by or generated for scientific research have different attributes (e.g., initial/generated/ fixed-location /shared dataset) [2] , [11] and are required at different stages (e.g., build-time or runtime) [2] , [11] , [12] . During scientific cloud workflow execution, some datasets are too big to move efficiently, and some datasets may have fixed locations at specific datacenters due to the requirement of special data collection and processing devices, and sometimes security constraints [13] . Furthermore, data placement becomes an increasingly important issue for cost-effective management of big scientific data [14] .
Optimal data placement is an NP-hard problem with constraints, such as makespan [15] and cost [2] and so on. It could be mapped to the Knapsack Packing Problem [11] , so heuristic algorithms such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) [16] , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [17] have been proposed to gain a good solution. These popular data placement strategies mainly focus on data transfer times [11] , [16] , time [18] and/or cost [17] , [19] . As an evolutionary computation approach, the PSO algorithm is first proposed in [20] in 1995. This optimization algorithm is originally used to simulate the social behaviors of birds, bees or fishes in continuous search spaces. And on the basis of PSO, Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) [21] algorithm is then developed to solve discrete problems. With the merits of fewer parameters, lower computation cost, and higher global searching ability, PSO and DPSO algorithms are widely used in optimization domains [22] . In [23] , a novel discrete PSO (C3DPSO) algorithm is present to solve traveling salesman problem. NSPSO [24] is a multi-objective optimization approach to find solutions of minimizing workflow makespan and total cost in grid system. The RDPSO strategy is proposed in [15] to reduce data transfer and computation cost of applications deployed in cloud environment.
However, these data placement strategies only consider workflows at the task-level, which is to deal with each workflow in isolation, to find data placement map and then reduce the data transfer times/time/cost. However, it is very common that some datasets are shared not only within individual workflows but also among multiple workflows. Task-level strategy only considers shared datasets within each workflow and then places these dataset to proper datacenters. In contrast, from the workflow-level perspective, shared datasets both within individual workflows and among multiple workflows are taken into account. Accordingly, more shared datasets can be distributed to appropriate datacenters according to their dependency with workflow tasks. Therefore, the data transfer times/time/ cost can be reduced further. This is also the rationale of proposing workflow-level data placement to replace its tasklevel counterpart.
In this paper, we construct a data placement model for data-sharing scientific cloud workflows at the workflow-level and a novel workflow-level data placement strategy is proposed. In our previous preliminary work, a data transmission cost model from workflow level was built and a new PSObased heuristic multi-datacenter cost-effective data placement strategy was presented to find good dataset-datacenter mappings [25] . Based on this work, we have further investigated the characteristics of cloud datacenters and data-sharing scientific cloud workflows and made the following substantial extensions in this paper: (1) for the data transmission cost model, a novel workflow-level data placement model is defined which integrates more dataset attributes including initial/generated/fixed-location/shared and is divided into build-time and runtime stages; (2) for the heuristic data placement algorithm, the PSO algorithm is replaced by DPSO to reduce time complexity for large-scale scientific workflows; and (3) a novel cost-effective two-stage workflow-level data placement strategy is proposed. In addtion, more comprehensive experiments are conducted by varying different attributes such as the ratios of shared datasets and fixed-location datasets, the number of workflows, datasets and tasks, the size of datasets and so on.
Comparing to traditional representative strategies for datasharing scientific workflows, the experimental results show that our approach can effectively reduce data transfer cost. Specifically, the main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) A data placement model is constructed for obtaining cost-effective data placement solutions at the workflow-level. Different from traditional task-level based model, our model considers shared datasets both within individual workflows and among multiple workflows. 2) A novel DPSO-based Data Placement Algorithm (DPSO-DPA) is designed to distribute datasets according to the workflow-level data placement model. This algorithm has lower complexity and can find proper datacenters to place shared and unshared datasets flexibly. 3) Our workflow-level data placement strategy consists of both build-time and runtime stages. By calling the DPSO-DPA algorithm, all initial datasets are preallocated at build-time stage; and then all generated datasets are distributed at runtime stage. At both stages, data-sharing scientific cloud workflows are considered as a whole instead of isolated ones in the traditional approaches. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a motivation example and problem analysis. In Section 3, data-sharing workflow notations as well as the tasklevel and workflow-level data placement models are defined. Section 4 describes a novel cost-effective workflow-level data placement strategy. Section 5 demonstrates the experimental results. Section 6 presents the related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes our research and points out our future work.
MOTIVATING EXAMPLE AND PROBLEM ANALYSIS
A motivating example of data-sharing scientific cloud workflows is illustrated and the data placement problem from task-level and workflow-level perspectives is analyzed in this section.
Motivating Example
Data-sharing occurs in many scientific collaboration applications [9] , such as astrophysics [26] , distributed storage system [5] , [6] , data retrieval system [7] , medical image analysis [8] and so on. In this section, a motivating example in astrophysics is given. Swinburne Astrophysics group (http:// astronomy.swinburne.edu.au/) has been processing pulsar searching surveys. This pulsar searching process is a typical collaborative, distributed, large scale scientific workflow. Its average data volume is over 4 TB. On one hand, in the world, there are over one hundred famous radio telescopes, e.g., Parkes Radio Telescope and Goldstone Radio Telescope, which are generating observation data all the time for institutions from different countries to share. On the other hand, these geographically distributed organisations usually have their own processes, workflow systems, and private data. Juve et al. [5] study the data-sharing problem within a scientific workflow running on several different storage systems. In order to solve the data-sharing problem, they develop a peer-to-peer based approach for data-sharing scientific workflow applications running on Amazon EC2 [6] . In this paper, our focus is the impact of shared datasets among scientific cloud workflows on data placement.
In order to illustrate our data placement strategy for data-sharing scientific cloud workflows, we give a simple data-sharing scientific workflow scenario for pulsar searching in astrophysics as shown in Fig. 1 . There are two individual workflows, namely Workflow 1 and Workflow 2. There are two different datasets which are shared within individual scientific workflow and among multiple worflows. All tasks and datasets are scheduled and distributed to two cloud datacenters dc 1 and dc 2 as illustrated in Fig. 1 . If a dataset is a generated dataset in one workflow, and this dataset is also an initial dataset in another workflow, we assume this dataset is generated dataset after integrating these workflows. So among Workflow 1 and Workflow 2, d 2 $ d 4 are initial shared datasets and d 9 is generated shared dataset. Table 1 lists the size of each dataset corresponding to the data-sharing scientific cloud workflow illustrated in Fig. 1 . Here, we ignore the sizes of workflow tasks (normally program codes in KB or MB) compared with the amount of scientific datasets (normally in GB or TB). Also, for simplicity, we just store one copy of all initial datasets in their original cloud datacenters. During the execution of scientific cloud workflows, intermediate datasets which have been moved to other datacenters will be deleted once they have been consumed.
Problem Analysis
In this section, the data placement problem of data-sharing scientific cloud workflows demonstrated in Section 2.1 is analyzed. Table 2 shows one possible task locations. As the main focus of this paper is to analyze workflow's data placement problem, the task and dataset co-scheduling problem is not considered. So task-level and our workflow-level data placement strategies are directly applied based on the location of these tasks. Both task-level and workflow-level strategies consist of two stages: build-time stage and runtime stage, which first pre-distribute initial datasets and then dynamically allocate generated datasets to appropriate datacenters.
Traditional task-level data placement strategy usually tries to find good data placement solutions for each workflow in isolation. During the build-time stage, this strategy first gets the best data placement solution of every individual workflow; then it assembles these local data placement solutions together; and finally, it regards this solution as the best solution for all data-sharing scientific cloud workflows. Table 3 shows the traditional task-level data placement map of initial datasets during build-time stage. At runtime, tasks execution may consume datasets from other datacenters and generate intermediate datasets as well. Task-level strategy always makes a trade-off. It normally moves datasets to the places of successive tasks or keeps them still so that significant data transfer cost can be reduced. Under these circumstances, data placement map of generated datasets is shown in Table 4 .
Once the locations of tasks and datasets are determined, the data transfer times and size can be easily calculated according to the dependencies of tasks and datasets. As shown in Fig. 2 6 once, and d 9 once. In total, the transfer size is 29.5 GB. Assuming that the unit price of upload and download between dc 1 and dc 2 is $0.06 and $0.08 per gigabyte respectively, the total data transfer cost of task-level data placement solution is $4.13. Different from traditional task-level strategy, our workflow-level strategy can further reduce data transfer cost by considering shared datasets among multiple scientific cloud workflows. Based on shared datasets among multiple workflows at workflow level, these workflows are correlated with each other. Hence, better data placement solutions can be derived by applying workflow-level strategy. Table 5 demonstrates the data placement map of initial datasets at build-time and Table 6 shows the data placement map of generated datasets at runtime. 
FORMOLATION FOR DATA PLACEMENT OF DATA-SHARING WORKFLOWS
In this Section, we give some fundamental definitions of data-sharing scientific cloud workflows. Then, traditional task-level data placement model is constructed. Finally, workflow-level data placement model is proposed to solve data-sharing scientific cloud workflow data placement problem.
Scientific Cloud Workflow Definitions
It is very common that scientific cloud workflows are dataintensive parallel applications which consist of a number of tasks linked through the dependency relationship of data and task flow. And these tasks can be described as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). 
where L is the number of scientific cloud workflows. Let each workflow G k be an ordered ternary set hT; C; Di, where T ¼ ft 1 ; . . . ; t m g is the task set, and adjacency matrix C represents the relationship of task flow. If C i;j ¼ 1, that means t j is the successive node of t i , and C i;j ¼ 0 indicates task t j has no relationship with t i . Of course, both t i and t j are tasks in
Definition 2. Dataset. All datasets in scientific cloud workflows fall into two categories: fixed-location datasets (fixed datasets for short) and flexible-location datasets (flexible datasets for short). Fixed datasets cannot be flexibly allocated to other datacenters. They must be stored in particular datacenters according to their size, ownership or management needs [11] , [27] . But flexible datasets can be flexibly distributed to any datacenter. So each dataset in workflow G k can be expressed by a quintet, d i ¼ hds; preT; sucT; dc; fli, where ds means the size of d i , preT is the preceding task set which generates dataset d i and sucT is successive task set which consumes d i . If the size of preT equals to zero, that means d i is an initial dataset, otherwise d i is a generated dataset. In this paper, for simplicity without losing generality, we assume each task only generates one dataset in workflow G k . 
Definition 3. Task. The datasets that task t r consumed and generated are classified into two categories, input datasets and output datasets. So in workflow G k , task t r is expressed by hioD; dci, where ioD denotes the collection of input and output datasets. So the data transfer cost of t r :ioD with the corresponding data placement map PM k is calculated as follows:
where t r :ioD represents the collection of datasets which task t r consumes and generates. Here we assume that there is no additional task transfer cost when the task is placed to datacenters. The reason is that compared to data transfer cost, a task is a piece of code which is normally very small so as to be omitted. Hence our paper only focuses on data transfer cost among datacenters.
Task-Level Data Placement Model
Traditional data placement strategies try to find near-optimal data placement solutions at the task level. And the process of obtaining good data placement map consists of build-time and runtime stages. Each stage needs to calculate data transfer cost of fixed and flexible datasets according to their data placement map. The map with the lowest data transfer cost is the optimal solution. Definition 6. Task-level data transfer cost at build-time.
During build-time stage, data transfer is caused by initial fixed and flexible data movement. For scientific cloud workflows G, we can get their build-time data transfer cost based on Definition 5. Task-level fixed dataset transfer cost of G k at build-time is:
where 8d i 2 t r :ioD:fix, d i is an initial dataset that satisfies
And task-level flexible dataset transfer cost of G k at build-time is:
where d j is an initial dataset, 8d j in t r :ioD:flex. According to Equations (3) and (4), task-level build-time data transfer cost of G is the total cost of all workflows:
Task-level data transfer cost at runtime. During runtime stage, the calculation method of data transfer cost is similar to Definition 6. The difference is the transferred datasets are all generated.
Task-level fixed dataset transfer cost of G k at runtime is:
where 8d i 2 t s :ioD:fix, d i is a generated dataset that satisfies 
where d j is a generated dataset, 8d j in t r :ioD:flex.
Hence, task-level data transfer cost of G at runtime is: Cost rt tl ðPMÞ
Task-level data transfer cost. In this paper, multi-replica data placement method is not involved. So, for task-level data placement strategy, once the position of shared dataset d i is determined in workflow G k , d i is always kept fixed. And task-level data transfer cost is the sum of the cost in build-time and runtime stages:
where PM is task-level data placement map which determines the locations of all fixed and flexible datasets in data-sharing scientific cloud workflows G. When tasklevel strategy is applied for finding data placement map, a certain number of maps are obtained. The data placement map with the lowest data transfer cost is the best solution for workflows.
The shared datasets play an important role in the placement of data-sharing scientific cloud workflows. Task-level data placement strategy just finds good data placement solutions from individual data-sharing scientific cloud workflow only. If one shared dataset d i is allocated to an appropriate datacenter from the workflow level, the corresponding data transfer cost caused by d i can be further reduced than that from the task level. Therefore, an improved data placement strategy is proposed based on the task-level strategy. This workflowlevel strategy takes full consideration of shared datasets, which are not only within individual workflows but also among multiple workflows. And more shared datasets are placed together. Hence it can get better data placement solutions and reduce data transfer cost more effectively. The formulation of workflow-level data placement model will be illustrated next.
Workflow-Level Data Placement Model
Workflow-level data placement strategy takes into account shared datasets both within individual workflows and among multiple workflows. However, task-level strategy only considers shared datasets from each individual workflow. For example, in the definition of dataset (Definition 2), only one attribute fl is used to mark whether dataset d i is fixed or flexible. But from workflow level, it is necessary to know whether d i is shared or unshared. Hence, the definitions of scientific cloud workflows need to be redefined first. Then, workflow-level data placement model is constructed. Task-level strategy groups all datasets into fixed and flexible datasets. However, from the workflow level, each category can be further divided into two types: shared and unshared The process of getting the data transfer cost at the workflow level also has two stages: build-time and runtime. But different from the task level, the shared datasets are not only within individual workflows, but also among multiple workflows. 
So the corresponding PM is the final workflow-level data placement map which determines all locations of datasets in data-sharing scientific cloud workflows G. Same as the tasklevel strategy, the data placement map with the lowest data transfer cost is the best solution for data-sharing workflows.
The data transfer cost model is influenced by two key factors: the data attributes and the data placement strategy. Accoding to data process and storage characteristics of scientific cloud workflows, in addition to the initial/generated and fixed/flexible attributes, the new shared/unshared attribute is introduced because geographically distributed institutions usually share datasets to facilitate collaborative scientific research. In terms of data placement strategy, we take both build-time and runtime stages to place initial and generated datasets into appropriate datacenters. Therefore, our workflow-level data placement model comprehensively describes the data transfer cost for scientific cloud workflows.
A NOVEL COST-EFFECTIVE WORKFLOW-LEVEL DATA PLACEMENT STRATEGY
In this Section, we present a novel workflow-level data placement strategy for data-sharing scientific cloud workflows. This strategy consists of two-stage algorithms: build-time stage algorithm for pre-distributing existing initial datasets to datacenters; and runtime stage algorithm for dynamically allocating generated datasets to appropriate datacenters. Both algorithms use the DPSO-based data placement algorithm to determine the locations of flexible datasets. First, a new DPSO-based data placement algorithm is presented. Second, build-time and runtime stage algorithms are described. Due to the page limit, the details of DPSO-DPA are provided as Appendix A of Supplemental Material, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi. ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TSC.2016.2625247.
Build-Time Stage Algorithm
During the build-time stage of data-sharing scientific cloud workflows, these workflows are treated as a whole at the workflow level. And it pre-allocates existing initial datasets to appropriate datacenters. Initial fixed datasets are distributed to proper datacenters according to their ownership whilst DPSO-DPA is used for initial flexible datasets to generate data-datacenter map and corresponding data transfer cost. The pre-allocation of initial datasets can be summarized by three steps. First (lines 1-4) , it gets the dependencies of initial datasets and tasks and identifies all fixed and flexible datasets in data-sharing scientific cloud workflows. All initial fixed datasets are allocated to specific datacenters. Next, the communication cost among all datacenters is calculated and the locations of fixed initial datasets are updated to corresponding data placement map. According to the storage locations of datasets and tasks, the cost is calculated Equation (10) . Second (lines 5-6), the map and cost of initial flexible datasets are obtained by calling the DPSO-DPA algorithm. And third (line 7), the map and cost of all initial datasets are obtained Equation (14) during build-time stage.
Runtime Stage Algorithm
At runtime, not only ready tasks are dynamically updated, but also all datasets generated by these tasks are necessarily allocated to appropriate datacenters. Ready tasks mean that parent tasks of these tasks have finished execution and simultaneously all input datasets for these tasks execution also have been well prepared [17] . This algorithm is to find data placement map of generated datasets and their data transfer cost. Generated datasets are directly deleted once they are not consumed by any other tasks. The runtime stage algorithm is shown as follows: Similar to build-time stage, the process of getting generated datasets data placement map at runtime has four steps. To start with, two task queues are initialized to store ready and finished tasks (line 1). During each iteration, new tasks are added into RQ and all datasets generated by these tasks are added into D wl (lines 3-4). Next (lines 5-8), all generated datasets in D wl are divided into fixed and flexible datasets (Definition 9). Based on the attributes of generated fixed datasets, they are distributed to appropriate datacenters. After calculating the communication cost of all datacenters, data placement map PM:flex is updated and their data transfer cost is calculated (Equation (15)). In addition (lines 9-10), the DPSO-based data placement algorithm obtains the data placement map and the cost of generated flexible datasets. Now, data placement maps and cost of datasets generated by ready tasks are obtained and assembled (Equation (19)). And all ready tasks are removed from RQ to FQ after execution (lines 11-12) . Finally, when all tasks are completed, data placement map and data transfer cost of all generated datasets are obtained (line 14). So, the data placement map PM and data transfer cost Cost wl ðPMÞ are both calculated by adding two-stage map and cost together (Equation 20) .
The task-level data placement strategy divides datasets into fixed and flexible datasets from individual workflows. Then, these flexible datasets are distributed to datacenters according to the two-stage data placement maps. However, the workflow-level strategy first integrates these workflows into one bigger workflow. Then it groups flexible datasets into shared and unshared datasets. These two kinds of datasets are separately handled by build-time and runtime algorithms. Moreover, unlike the task-level strategy, the workflow-level strategy takes shared datasets among workflows into account. Hence, the workflow-level data placement strategy is better than the task-level strategy as evaluated next.
It is common that the total cost includes computation, storage and data transfer for scientific cloud workflows. Task computation cost depends on its execution time, not makespan. And task computation cost and dataset storage cost are independent of data transfer cost. Our data placement strategy aims to reduce the data transfer cost. The less transfer cost, the less total cost. When a task executes on virtual machine, its total execution makespan is the sum of execution time and waiting time. The waiting time is owing to that the ready task has to wait until the completion of its previous tasks and input data transfer. The workflow's total execution makespan is the maximum of the tasks' total execution makespan. According to our stratgey's aim, the more cost-effective the data placement is, the less data transfer among datacenters is. Accordingly the waiting time of tasks will reduce and then their total execution makespan and the workflow's total execution makespan will decrease. Therefore, less data transfer cost will not increase the total execution makespan. As a conclusion, neither total cost nor total execution makespan will increase with less data transfer cost and in fact both will decrease.
EVALUATION
First, three simulation strategies are introduced first. Next, experimental settings for workflow generation and data placement algorithms are presented. Finally, simulations for specific and general data-sharing scientific cloud workflows are demonstrated respectively. Due to page limit, simulation of specific data-sharing workflows is detailed in Appendix B of Supplemental Material, available online.
Simulation Strategies
We look at three data placement strategies: random data placement strategy; task-level data placement strategy and our workflow-level data placement strategy. All strategies have two stages: build-time and runtime.
Random. In this strategy, we first make some improvement based on the conventional data placement in old distributed computing system [28] , [29] , [30] and then apply it to cloud computing environment. During the build-time stage, existing initial flexible datasets are randomly placed in the datacenters and initial fixed datasets are allocated to a specific datacenters according to their ownership. At the runtime stage, generated flexible datasets are stored in the place where they are generated by tasks, i.e., the way on how to place generated fixed datasets is the same as initial fixed datasets.
Task-Level. This strategy is the representative of traditional data placement solutions [11] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [31] designed for executing scientific cloud workflows. For each individual workflow, it first places the existing initial datasets at the build-time and distributes the newly generated datasets to datacenters during the runtime stage. Then, all data placement maps of these workflows are assembled. And the new map is the final data placement map for all data-sharing scientific cloud workflows.
Workflow-Level. This data placement strategy overcomes the disadvantages of traditional task-level data placement strategy and especially takes the shared datasets among workflows into consideration. During build-time stage and runtime stage, this workflow-level strategy can place all datasets within individual workflows and among multiple workflows (including shared datasets) in more appropriate datacenters. Hence, it can reduce the whole data transfer cost more compared with random and task-level strategies.
In general, there are data transfer volume [31] , times [11] , [16] and time [18] as the metrics to evaluate the workflow systems. And it is an intuitive way to use data transfer cost as our metric when executing data-sharing scientific cloud workflows, as all these metrics will be transformed to cost and then paid to service providers.
Experimental Settings
First, specific data-sharing scientific cloud workflows generated according to the motivating example are tested (See Appendix B of Supplemental Material, available online). Secondly, general workflows randomly generated by a workflow graph generator are tested (See Section 5.3). The general workflows are generated by the given workflow settings listed in Table 7 . For each examination, both the number of specific and general workflows in the sample space is 100. And the average values of executing all workflows are shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7 , and 8.
The DPSO-DPA algorithm parameter settings are given in Table 8 . The number of executions means the number of independent experiments for calculating the average results. The inertia weight w in the task-level strategy is 0.73 [32] . But at the workflow level, w is set to 1.00 [15] . Acceleration coefficients c 1 and c 2 in task-level and workflow-level strategies are set to 1.50 [22] .
Simulation of General Data-Sharing Workflows
To compare the performance of these three data placement strategies, general data-sharing scientific cloud workflows are also experimented. In general, we randomly generate 4 data-sharing scientific cloud workflows on 4 datacenters. Each workflow has 100 datasets and 40 tasks, and the size of each dataset is 0.25 GB. And the ratio of fixed datasets and shared datasets among these workflows are both 10 percent. Fig. 4 depicts the transfer cost by varying the ratio of fixed and shared datasets. In each sub-test, the ratio of fixed datasets and shared datasets varies from 10 to 50 percent. When the ratio of fixed datasets is 10 percent and the ratio of shared datasets varies from 10 to 50 percent, the transfer cost among three strategies is shown in Fig. 4a. In Figs. 4b, 4c, 4d , and 4e, the ratio of fixed datasets is from 20 to 50 percent.
Variation in Ratio of Fixed and Shared Datasets
In Fig. 4 , our data placement strategy has the lowest cost in comparison to the random and task-level strategies. And the data transfer cost obtained by workflow-level and tasklevel increases with the increase of shared dataset number. But the growth trend of our strategy is obviously much lower than that of the task-level strategy. The reason is that task-level strategy does not take shared datasets among multiple workflows into consideration, and just obtains good data placement solution from individual workflows. In contrast, both shared datasets within individual workflows and among workflows are really taken into account in our strategy. Take the cost in Fig. 4a for example, it can decrease the cost by 16.46 and 10.5 percent on average in comparison to those of random and task-level strategies, respectively. However, the cost of the random strategy does not increase but decline with the increase of the ratio of shared datasets. Furthermore, the cost obtained by workflow-level and task-level strategies increases faster than the random one. The reason is that the increase of fixed and shared datasets has little effect on the random strategy. In detail, with the increase of shared datasets, the total number of datasets at workflow level is reduced. This leads to the volume of data transfer caused by the random strategy among workflows decreases. Besides, by varying the ratio of fixed datasets, more datasets have fixed locations, and fewer flexible datasets can be properly allocated according to three data placement strategies. Moreover, the performance of data placement solutions of the random strategy is not as good as workflow-level and task-level strategies. That is the reason why the volume of data transfer caused by workflow-level and task-level strategies is lower than the random strategy.
For the case of Fig. 4a , its running time of two DPSObased data placement strategies (i.e. task-level and workflow-level strategies) is measured as detailed in Appendix C of Supplemental Material, available online, due to page limit. Our data placement strategy's running time is lower than the task-level strategy for both stages.
Variation in Number of Tasks and Datasets
Fig . 5 demonstrates the data transfer cost by varying the task and dataset numbers. Similar to the experiments above, the number of tasks in each workflow varies from 40 to 80. When the number of tasks is 40 and the number of datasets in each workflow varies from 200 to 400, the transfer cost among three strategies is shown in Fig. 5a . In Figs. 5b, 5c , 5d, and 5e, the number of tasks is set from 50 to 80. In Fig. 5 , the data transfer cost of three strategies maintains a steady growth with the increase of dataset number. And the workflow-level strategy reduces the cost by 17.00 and 12.82 percent on average in comparison with the random and tasklevel strategies. Besides, the cost of the task-level strategy is only declined by 4.79 percent in comparison with the random one. The reason is that with the increase of dataset number, more shared datasets are added in data-sharing scientific cloud workflows. The random strategy just randomly distributes all initial datasets to the given datacenters, and then places all generated datasets to locations where they are generated by the tasks. The task-level strategy only takes the shared datasets of individual workflows into account, but the datasets shared among multiple workflows are ignored. In contrast, the workflow-level strategy takes data-sharing into consideration both in individual workflows and among workflows. So the workflow-level strategy can find better data placement map in comparison to the other two strategies.
The data transfer cost of three strategies shows a steady growth with the increase of task number. Simulation of transfer cost when varying task number is detailed in Appendix D of Supplemental Material, available online. Both dataset number and task number have impact on the cost whilst task number has less impact than dataset number.
Variation in Size of Datasets
Fig . 6 depicts the data transfer cost with the increase in the size of each dataset. And the size is from 0.25 GB up to 4 GB. The fixed and shared dataset ratios among all data-sharing scientific cloud workflows are 10 and 30 percent respectively. From Fig. 6 , the data transfer cost of the workflow-level strategy is lower than the task-level and random strategies with the increase of dataset size. And the growth trend of workflow-level is slower than that of task level. In detail, the cost ratio of workflow-level over that of task-level are 10.76, 10.78, 10.83, 10.83 and 10.86 percent respectively. Clearly these ratios are very close. It is easy to conclude that the size of datasets has no significant influence on transfer cost across different strategies. Fig. 7 shows the data transfer cost by varying the number of datacenters. The fixed and shared dataset ratios among these workflows are 10 and 30 percent respectively. Fig. 7 shows that the costs of three strategies arise with the increase of datacenter number. And the solution generated by our workflow-level strategy is obviously better than that of task-level and random strategies. In order to analyze the percentages of cost saving contributed by these strategies, every two strategies are compared and listed in Table 9 .
Variation in Number of Datacenters
From Table 9 , with the increase of the number of datacenters, the contribution of cost saving offered by the workflow-level strategy is greater than the task-level strategy, but the percentage of cost saving contributed by ours decreases faster than that of task level. The reason is that task-level strategy only considers data-sharing in every individual workflow. However, our workflow-level strategy takes shared datasets into consideration both in individual workflows and among multiple workflows. Besides, shared datasets among multiple workflows have a more negative influence than shared datasets in one workflow with the increasing number of datacenters. Fig. 8 illustrates the data transfer cost by varying the workflow number. This simulation is comprised of 5 independent experiments. And all workflows in the experiments are randomly generated with almost the same constraints described at the beginning of Section 5.3. The only difference is that the shared dataset ratio among these workflows is 30 percent.
Variation in Number of Workflows
It can be observed that the growth of data transfer cost obtained from these three data placement strategies is stable with the increase of the number of data-sharing scientific cloud workflows. And the performance of the workflowlevel strategy is better than that of random and task-level strategies. In fact, our strategy reduces the total data transfer cost by 16.70 and 10.67 percent on average respectively in comparison to the random and task-level strategies. But for the task-level data placement strategy, it only cuts the cost down by 6.77 percent on average in comparison to the random strategy.
In conclusion, for general data-sharing scientific cloud workflows, the performance of our workflow-level data placement strategy is much better than its task-level and random counterparts. Specifically, the random strategy does not optimize the placement of initial datasets and only distributes generated flexible datasets to the location where they are generated. The task-level strategy only takes each workflow in isolation and the shared datasets among multiple workflows are not considered. Our workflow-level strategy integrates all workflows into one bigger workflow and then groups all datasets into categories. All shared datasets within individual workflows and among multiple workflows are placed to more appropriate places. So with the increase in the complexity of workflows, the cost saving of the task-level strategy decreases rapidly and the data placement solutions are nearly as poor as random solutions. In contrast, our workflow-level strategy still has lower cost and more stable performance (Figs. 4, 5, 6 , 7, and 8). So it is of great importance for data placement strategy to find good data placement solutions in consideration of datasharing among workflows. Moreover, comparison of our and another representative DPSO algorithm at workflow level can be seen in Appendix E of Supplemental Material, available online.
RELATED WORK
Finding optimal data placement in cloud computing is a challenging issue. In both traditional storage and current cloud computing systems, data placement strategies have been intensively studied. A formal and comprehensive solution to the disk data placement problem is developed in [33] to maximize disk-access performance, and this solution is not only reducible to the known solutions for magnetic CAV and optical CLV disks but also reducible to the solution for the multi-zone CAV disks. In [34] , the authors deploy a polynomial time approximation schema for data placement problem in homogeneous and uniform ratio storage systems. Subject to the capacity constraints of the storage systems, this algorithm can find a placement of data objects on disks and an assignment of clients to disks so as to maximize the total number of clients served. Adaptive Overlapped Declustering is a data placement method for parallel storage system that can improve the space utilization by balancing their access loads [28] . Ordinal-selection and Improved Ordinal-selection mechanisms are applied [29] to reduce extensible parallel storage system's ineffectual moves among nodes during the rebalancing process as well as achieving high level load balance and space balance of the system. However, these data placement strategies are constrained to traditional disks or parallel storage systems. None of them focuses on reducing data movement between datacenters on the Internet. In traditional distributed computing systems, Lowenthal and Andrews [35] describe a particle simulation method to dynamically distribute data in Adapt system implemented on a cluster of Sparc-1S. This strategy can reduce application's overall completion time. Main Memory Database (MMDB) cluster is a memory optimized relational database that implements on cluster computing platform, Tran and Huang [36] propose an effective dynamic data placement strategy in MMDB cluster system that combines the dynamic reallocation and replication into a unified process. It can minimize the total data transfer cost and the response time incurred in executing a given set of queries. Stork [30] is a specialized scheduler for data placement activities in Grid, by automating data placement activities (such as queued, scheduled, monitored, managed, and even check-pointed) this scheduler can improve the system fault tolerance capability. Concerning with data placement and replication policies, Chervenak et al. [37] explore the interactions between data placement services and Pegasus workflow management systems in order to improve the performance and reliability of scientific applications. This data-intensive scientific workflow prototype system deployed in distributed platform can not only reduce system's execution time but also improve its performance significantly. In [38] , Cope et al. present a robust data placement strategy to allocate resources that can meet the deadlines associated with time-critical workflows and can tolerate interference from other users. This strategy can significantly improve system's predictability and reliability during the execution phase of urgent scientific workflow. Although the above studies can achieve good performance, they are for dedicated expensive distributed infrastructure.
As cloud computing becomes widely used, more scientific applications are deployed in cloud environment. But these applications are usually data intensive workflows. During workflow execution, massive dataset movement among several cloud datacenters incurs high cost. The emergence of hybrid cloud [39] which is composed of two or more private, public and/or community clouds demands a new way to deploy scientific applications. For example, considering data security and privacy, some confidential datasets of scientific workflows may be placed in private cloud and others may be distributed in public cloud. Amazon Web Services (AWS), a popular cloud environment, charges $0.01 to $0.12 per gigabyte to transfer data into or out from AWS. As these datacenters may belong to different cloud service providers, during workflow execution, data transfer between datacenters would incur cost. Since scientific workflows need to process massive datasets, the transfer cost due to data movement could be high. Therefore, many researchers propose data placement strategies to reduce data transfer. Yuan et al. [11] do considerable work on data placement. They propose a kmeans clustering data placement strategy to minimize the total data movement during workflow execution. This strategy contains build-time and runtime stages which group existing datasets in k datacenters and dynamically cluster newly generated datasets to most appropriate datacenters respectively. Deng et al. [31] extend this work and propose an efficient data and task co-scheduling strategy for efficient execution of scientific workflows in collaborative cloud environments. This strategy can improve the performance of task scheduling and meanwhile reduce data transfer volume. Optimal data placement is an NPhard problem [16] . Hence the authors propose a data placement strategy based on genetic algorithm. The data placement schema generated by the algorithm can effectively reduce data movement as well as balance the load of datacenters. In [18] , Zheng et al. propose a three-stage data placement strategy based on heuristic genetic algorithm to reduce the transfer time: first, searching for several data placement schemas with less transfer cost; second, seeking a number of schemas according to data dependency for allocating datasets to datacenters; and finally, getting the schemas which can balance datacenters load better. In [17] , the authors present a PSO heuristic scheduling algorithm to develop task-resource mapping strategy that can minimize the total cost of computation and transfer. Liu and Datta [12] give a two stage intelligent data placement strategy. This strategy can effectively distribute datasets to appropriate datacenters so as to improve computation performance while minimizing the transfer cost owing to data movement. These popular data placement strategies mainly focus on data transfer times, time or cost. In this paper, we focus on how to reduce data transfer cost.
In summary, existing studies only proposed some tasklevel data placement strategies for reducing the data transfer cost for individual workflows [11] , [12] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [31] . However, for data-sharing scientific cloud workflows, data transfer cost at both task-level and workflow level should be coinsidered. In our work, we develop a novel workflow-level data placement strategy to achieve less data transfer cost for data-sharing workflows.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a novel workflow-level data placement strategy for data-sharing scientific cloud workflows. First, the traditional task-level data placement model was reviewed. On the basis of task-level model which considers each workflow in isolation, our workflow-level model which takes into account of all workflows as a whole was presented. Second, a two-stage (namely build-time and runtime) workflow-level data placement strategy for effectively distributing datasets to proper datacenters was presented. Both stages facilitated our particle swarm optimization based DPSO-DPA algorithm to obtain dynamic dataset-datacenter mapping and the corresponding data transfer cost. Our DPSO-DPA algorithm fully considered the characteristics of cloud datacenter and cloud workflow datasets and thus can place datasets to proper datacenters with even lower data transfer cost. In order to evaluate the performance of our workflow-level data placement strategy, the results on both specific example workflows and randomly generated general workflows are demonstrated. Compared with the random and task-level strategies, experimental results demonstrated that our workflow-level strategy can achieve the best performance under various situations.
In fact, our approach can be broadly applied to solve complex data placement problem rather than only limited to scientific workflows. Moreover, this approach is also feasible in general distributed environments rather than only limited to cloud systems, which require data allocation across disperse places. This paper focused on the data placement problem for reducing data transfer cost in scientific cloud workflow systems. However, in other workflow systems, task scheduling also has great influence on data transfer cost. In the future, we will develop an integrated strategy for data placement and task scheduling, which can distribute datasets and schedule tasks to appropriate cloud datacenters. Furthermore, in this paper, we did not consider any data replication strategies, and all intermediate datasets were deleted after they have been used. In the future, data replication of both initial and intermedidate datasets will be employed to further improve the performance of data placement strategies. Yun Yang received the PhD degree from the University of Queensland, Australia, in 1992. He is a full professor with Swinburne University of Technology. His research interests include software engineering, cloud computing, workflow systems and service-oriented computing. He is a senior member of the IEEE.
